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The Input Mask control enables the user
to enter data in a preset mask using alphanumeric characters. The masked text is
displayed differently to other controls
according to the abilities of the specific
control. For example, the Input Mask
control may appear as an editbox, a text
box or a drop-down list depending on the
content of the control to which it is
attached. A preset masked text can be
assigned to the control by setting the Text
property. Alternatively, the text can be
determined dynamically by using the
TextUnMasked property. The Text
property contains the preset mask value.
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The TextUnMasked property contains the
text value to be displayed as the masked
text within the control. The Mask
property defines the maskable range of
characters in the input control, when it is
attached to a textbox control. MaskChar
defines the characters that can be masked
by an input control. A standard keyboard
layout is assumed and the mask is
determined by a combination of
MaskCharAlpha and MaskCharNumeric.
The TextUnMasked property accepts the
characters that can be masked in any
combination of the MaskCharAlpha and
MaskCharNumeric properties. It is set to
an empty string by default. The
MaskCharAlpha property defines the first
character that can be masked. The
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MaskCharNumeric property defines the
numeric representation of the character
that is the starting point of the mask, it
determines what characters can be
masked in combination with the
MaskCharAlpha property. The
MaskCharAlphaNumeric property
defines the numeric representation of the
character that is the first character that
can be masked in combination with the
MaskCharNumeric property. The
MaskCharDisplay property defines the
number of characters in the mask that are
displayed to the user. The
MaskCharAlphaNumericNumeric
property defines the numeric
representation of the character that is the
last character that can be masked in
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combination with the MaskCharNumeric
property.
MaskCharAlphaNumericNumeric
property defines the numeric
representation of the character that is the
last character that can be masked in
combination with the
MaskCharAlphaNumeric property. The
MaskCharDisplayNumeric property
defines the numeric representation of the
character that is used for the display of
the masked characters. The
MaskCharDisplayNumericNumeric
property defines the numeric
representation of the character that is
used for the display of the masked
characters. The RegEx properties are used
to validate the input text and determine
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Input Mask Serial Key consists of several
labels and text-boxes. The
MaskCharAlpha Property: The
MaskCharAlpha attribute allows the user
to set the mask character. The
MaskCharAlphaMask property defines a
string consisting of the mask characters.
The MaskCharAlphaMaskText property
allows you to specify a different text to
display in the input control for the user if
the Alpha value in the control does not
equal the MaskCharAlphaMask. The
MaskCharAlphaPlaceholderText property
allows you to specify a different text to
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display as a placeholder for the text in the
control if the value in the control does not
equal the MaskCharAlphaMask. The
MaskCharAlphaPlaceholderText property
defaults to the same value as
MaskCharAlphaMaskText. The
MaskCharAlphaText property allows you
to specify a different text to display in the
input control for the user if the Alpha
value in the control does not equal the
MaskCharAlphaMask. The
MaskCharAlphaText property defaults to
the same value as
MaskCharAlphaMaskText. The
MaskCharAlphaValue property allows
you to specify the input value that the
control reads for the Alpha value. The
MaskCharAlphaValue property defaults
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to the same value as
MaskCharAlphaMaskText. The
MaskCharAlphaValueErrorText property
allows you to specify a different text to
display if the input value in the control is
not the same as the
MaskCharAlphaMask. The
MaskCharAlphaValueErrorText property
defaults to the same value as
MaskCharAlphaMaskText. The
MaskCharAlphaValueErrorText property
defaults to the same value as
MaskCharAlphaMaskText. The
MaskCharAlphaValueIncorrectMaskText
property allows you to specify a different
text to display in the input control for the
user if the input Alpha value does not
equal the MaskCharAlphaMask and the
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Alpha value in the control does not equal
the MaskCharAlphaValue. The
MaskCharAlphaValueIncorrectMaskText
property defaults to the same value as
MaskCharAlphaValueErrorText. The
MaskCharAlphaValueIncorrectMaskText
property defaults to the same value as
MaskCharAlphaValueErrorText. The
MaskCharAlphaValueIncorrectMaskText
property defaults to the same value as
MaskCharAlphaValueErrorText. The
MaskCharAlphaValueNull property
allows you to specify the Alpha value null
value. The MaskCharAlphaValueNull
property defaults to the same value as
MaskCharAlphaValue. The
MaskCharAlphaValueNullText property
allows you to specify a different text to
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------------------ The
InputMaskTextBox.Mask property is a
Text property with an associated string
collection of the mask characters used to
specify the acceptable characters. The
MaskCharAlpha, MaskCharNumeric, Ma
skCharAlphaNumeric,MaskCharDisplay
and MaskChar groups hold the alphabetic,
numeric, alphabeticNumeric,
alphanumeric and numericChars
respectively. The use of the
MaskCharDisplay group for specifying
the character of the mask and
MaskCharChar for specifying the
characters of the mask as a characterlist
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are meant to support embedded masks.
The InputMaskTextBox.TextUnMasked
property is a ReadOnly property that
when set to 'true' is the text in the input
box when the user is not performing a
mask operation. The Text property is set
to the text in the input box when a
masking operation is being performed.
NOTE:
TheInputMaskTextBox.TextUnMasked
property is only available from.NET
Framework 3.5 Service Pack 1 Update 1
and above. NOTE: The
InputMaskTextBox.Text property is only
available from.NET Framework 3.5
Service Pack 1 Update 1 and above. .NET
Framworks 2.0 and.NET Framework 2.0.
------------------------------ The
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InputMaskTextBox.TextUnMasked
property is a ReadOnly property that
when set to 'true' is the text in the input
box when the user is not performing a
mask operation. The Text property is set
to the text in the input box when a
masking operation is being performed.
.NET Framework 1.1 and.NET
Framework 1.1
--------------------------------------- The
InputMaskTextBox.TextUnMasked
property is a ReadOnly property that
when set to 'true' is the text in the input
box when the user is not performing a
mask operation. The Text property is set
to the text in the input box when a
masking operation is being performed.
The InputMaskTextBox.Text property is a
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ReadOnly property that when set to 'true'
is the text in the input box when the user
is not performing a mask operation. The
Text property is set to the text in the input
box when a masking operation is being
performed. The
InputMaskTextBox.TextUnMasked
property is a ReadOnly property that
when set to 'true' is the text in the input
box when the user is not performing a
mask operation. The Text property is set
to the text in the input box when a
What's New in the?

* The Mask property is an object with an
alphabetic placeholder that corresponds to
a control on the form. The user enters text
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into the control (Control.Text) and the
control will display the masked text
(Control.TextUnMasked). The control
should be invisible, but should have
visibility set to visible. The
MaskCharAlpha property determines the
letter or character (e.g., "A")
corresponding to the alpha-numeric
placeholder. The
MaskCharAlphaNumeric property
determines the numeric digit (e.g., "0")
corresponding to the numeric placeholder.
The MaskCharAlphaNumeric property is
used together with the MaskCharAlpha
property to provide alphabetic and
numeric placeholders within the mask.
The MaskCharDisplay property
determines the character or string (e.g.,
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"000") to be displayed if the alphanumeric placeholder is empty. If an
empty string is specified, the entry mask
will display nothing. This property is used
to specify a display of a placeholder in
case the property
MaskCharAlphaNumeric is not set. If
both the MaskCharAlpha and
MaskCharAlphaNumeric properties are
set, but the MaskCharAlphaNumeric is
empty, the placeholders in the control will
be used to display the text. * The
MaskCharAlpha, MaskCharNumeric,
MaskCharAlphaNumeric, and
MaskCharDisplay properties are optional
and, if omitted, values are set according
to the MaskCharAlpha,
MaskCharNumeric, and MaskChar
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AlphaNumeric properties. * The Control
is set to have Visible="False" because the
user will only see the displayed text and
not the input or output area of the control.
* The Text property and TextUnMasked
property are both read-only. The
Control.Text property will be set when
the Text property is set and the text has
been entered. Setting the
Control.TextUnMasked property will set
the value of the Control.Text property,
but will not display any text. * The
Control can contain a placeholder for
alphabetic, numeric, alphanumeric, and
alphanumeric placeholders. * The
Controls MaskCharAlpha,
MaskCharNumeric, and
MaskCharNumericAlpha properties are
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available for use in determining the
output text corresponding to the
placeholders and for setting the
corresponding
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System Requirements For Input Mask:

Supported Platforms: Windows Vista
Windows Vista Mac OS X v10.4 CPU:
Pentium 3 (200MHz), AMD K6 Pentium
3 (200MHz), AMD K6 RAM: 128MB
128MB HDD: 4GB 4GB AGP Graphics:
256MB 256MB Sound Card: AC97 AC97
DirectX®: Version 9.0c Recommended
Requirements:
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